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Introduction 

BusinessObjects Enterprise comes with InfoView, a 

web-based desktop that serves as a portal to a range of 

useful business information. From InfoView, you can 

access folders containing CMS BI reports and queries.  

InfoView provides the flexibility to output reports in 

various formats, including Web Intelligence (to be 

viewed within InfoView), Microsoft Excel, Adobe 

Acrobat PDF, or Comma Separated Values (CSV). 

Course Objectives 

This training manual will walk you step-by-step 

through the process of running and viewing reports in 

InfoView. The manual also contains detailed 

descriptions of each BI Standard Report and Top 

Common Query. 

After you complete this course, you should be able to: 

 Log in to InfoView and navigate the portal 

 Locate the Global Standard CRM Reports and 

Top Common Queries 

 Schedule a report and automatically send it to 

your (or others’) email accounts  

 Find the History of previously run reports 

 Understand the usage of global standard reports 

and report metrics 
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For Further Assistance 

If you have questions not answered by this training 

guide, please contact your local support person. 
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Navigating InfoView 

This chapter provides step-by-step procedures for 

accessing InfoView and navigating the portal. 

Logging In 

In the InfoView portal, single sign-on has been 

enabled; by entering the server address into the 

browser you can access the portal directly. Navigate 

to http://sg-sin-boep01 and the SAP BusinessObjects 

InfoView page displays. 

If there is a need to log on, follow the steps below:  

1. Open Internet Explorer and navigate to 

http://sg-sin-boep01. 

 

2. Enter your Windows User Name and 

Password. 

3. Select Enterprise as the Authentication. 

For training purposes only, you can use the 

generic log on information: 

 User Name: apacdemo 

 Password: apacdemo1 

 Authentication: Enterprise 

http://sg-sin-boep01/
http://sg-sin-boep01/
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4. Click Log On. 

SAP Business Reports InfoView is displayed.  

Logging Out 

 To log out of InfoView, click Log Out in the 

upper right corner of the window. 

 
The Log On page redisplays. 

 

Navigating 

To access reports, click Document List on the Header 

Panel or under the Navigate heading on the page. 
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The Document List 

The InfoView Document List has four main regions. 

 

 
The Header Panel contains buttons that allow you to 
navigate around InfoView, get help, set your preferences, 
and log out. 

 
The InfoView Workspace Toolbar allows you to change 
views, refresh the list, and take actions such as adding, 
moving, or deleting reports. 

 
The Tree Panel displays the folders and categories in a 
hierarchical structure and allows you to drill down 
through the folder hierarchy or categories to find reports. 

To expand a folder, click  or to close a folder, click .  
When you select a folder or category in the Tree Panel, its 
contents appear in the Details panel .  

 
The Details Panel displays the reports stored in the folder 
or category selected in the Tree Panel. You can filter and 
sort the reports displayed in the Details panel, and 
choose to modify, view, organize, or schedule them if you 
have the necessary rights.  

2 

3 
4 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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You may wish to hide the Header Panel to increase 

the display size of the Document List.  

 To hide the Header Panel, click the up-arrow 

near the top right corner of the page, as shown 

below. 

 

 To redisplay the panel, click the button again. 

Setting Preferences 

You can set your user preferences in the Preferences 

panel in InfoView, including your current time zone. 

You can also use the Preferences panel to change your 

password. 

1. Click the Preferences button on the Header 

Panel. 

 
The Preferences panel displays. 
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2. Scroll down to view more preferences.  

3. Click a heading to expand or collapse the 

heading and view the associated options.  

4. Choose the desired options and then click OK 

in the lower right corner to save your changes. 

General Preferences 

Under the General heading, you can set the following 

options: 

 InfoView Start Page: choose the desired 

option to control what page displays when you 

log into InfoView. 

 Document Navigation View: choose Folder or 

Category to set the default view in the 

Document List. 

 Set the number of reports (max) per page: 

enter the desired number to set the maximum 

number of reports per page in the Document 

List. 

 Document List Display: select or deselect each 

option to add or remove that column from the 

details panel in the Document List.  
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 Document Viewing: choose how the 

documents in InfoView are displayed. 

 Product Locale: choose the desired language 

from the drop-down list (or choose Use 

browser locale to automatically use the 

language that is selected in your web browser). 

 Current Time Zone: choose your time zone, or 

choose Local to web server to automatically 

use the server’s time zone. 

Changing Your Password 

1. Scroll down and click the Change Password 

heading to change your password. 

 

2. Enter your Old Password. 

3. Enter your new password in the New Password 

and Confirm New Password fields. 

4. Be sure to click OK in the bottom right corner 

of the window to save your changes. 
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Running Reports 

There are four steps in the process to run and view 

reports. 

 

In Step 1, you drill down into a folder and locate the 

report. Once the desired report is located, you select 

the Schedule option. 

In Step 2, you define the information you want 

included in the report, such as Brand, Affiliate, Time 

Period, SKUs, etc. You also define the output format 

and when you want the report to run.  

In Step 3, once the report has been scheduled to run, 

you can check the report’s status.  

In Step 4, once the report has finished running, you 

can use the History option to view the report at any 

time. 

Step 4: Retrieve History 

Report Runs 

Step 3: Check Status 

Report Scheduled to Run 

Step 2: Define Parameters 

Step 1: Initiate Schedule 
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Accessing Reports 

1. Click Document List on the Header Panel or 

under the Navigate heading on the home page. 

The Document List displays. 

 

2. Expand the Public Folders folder, and then 

expand the Consumer folder. 

 

3. Expand the CMS Analysis folder and open the 

appropriate folder. 

 To access reports, open the Reports folder.  

 OR,  

To access queries, open the Templates 

folder, and then open Top Common 

Queries. 
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Reports (or queries) are displayed in the 

Details pane on the right side of the window.  

 

Reports in the Details Panel 

Standard Reports or Top Common Queries 

(depending on which folder you have opened) are 

listed in the Details panel. You can view information 

about each report, schedule a report to run, or view 

report history from this pane.  

 

 

 

 

Title of the 
document 

Last date and 
time run 

Document Type, 

either WebI, 
PDF, or 
Excel 

Owner 

How many 
times the report 
was run. Each 

time run, a 
copy is saved 
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Scheduling a Report 

To run a report, you must schedule it. This involves 

defining the following: 

 Recurrence (monthly, weekly, etc.) 

 Output Format (PDF, Excel, Web 

Intelligence) 

 Delivery Method (email, online/inbox) 

 Server Group (server in your region used to 

run the report) 

In addition, each report is filtered by parameters. In 

InfoView, parameters are called Prompts. The values 

you select for the prompts determine what data 

appears in the report. For example, there may be a 

prompt that asks you to choose a Brand or Region.  

1. Right click the report you want to run and 

select Schedule from the pop-up menu. 

 

The Schedule window displays. The first panel 

is the Instance Title. 
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2. Optionally, change the Instance Title. You 

might want the title to reflect the data you are 

filtering, for instance, Clinique Brand Regional 

GM Level Report. 

Whenever a scheduled report runs successfully, 

an instance is created. An instance is a version 

of the report that contains data from the time 

that the report was run.  

3. The next step is to determine when the report 

will be run. Click the Recurrence option.  

4. On the Recurrence panel, select the frequency 

at which the report is to be run from the Run 

object list, e.g. Daily, Monthly, or a specific 

time pattern. 
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Tip: The patterns Nth Day of Month and X 

Day of Nth Week of the Month are useful for 

different scheduling scenarios. 

 

 Now 

The report runs once (immediately).  

 Once 

This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. The report runs once at the time 

that you specify.  

 Hourly 

This option requires information in hours 

and/or minutes for how frequently the report 

is run. Instances are created regularly to 

match the parameters that you enter. The 

first instance will be created at the start time 

you specify, and the report will cease to run 

at the end time you specify.  

 Daily 
This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. The report runs once every N 

days at the time that you specify.  

 Weekly 
This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. Each week, the report runs on the 

selected days at the time that you specify.  
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 Monthly 

This option requires a start date and time, 

along with a recurrence interval in months. 

The report runs on the specified date and 

time every N months.  

 Nth Day of Month 

This option requires a day of the month on 

which the report is run. Instances are created 

regularly each month on the day that you 

enter at the start time that you specify.  

 1st Monday of Month 

This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. An instance is created on the first 

Monday of each month at the time that you 

specify.  

 Last Day of Month 

This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. An instance is created on the last 

day of each month at the time that you 

specify.  

 X Day of Nth Week of the Month 
This option requires a start and end time 

parameter. An instance is created monthly 

on a day of a week that you specify.  

 Calendar 
This option allows you to select a calendar 

of dates. An instance is created on each day 

that is indicated in the calendar, beginning at 

the start time that you specify and 

continuing until the end time that you 

specify.  
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5. The next step is to define the information that 

will be included in the report. Click the 

Prompts option.  

 

6. On the Prompts panel, click Modify.  

The Prompts window displays. 

 

7. Specify the first prompt of the report. Notice 

that a red arrow appears next to each prompt 

that needs to be completed. 
 

In the example above, the first prompt is 

Calendar Month. This signifies the last month 

for which the report will be run. If you were to 

select 2013/05, the report will contain data for 

the 12 month period of June 2012 to May 2013.  
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8. On the bottom of the window, available values 

are listed in the box on the left. To select a 

value, click the value then click the right arrow 

button , or double click the value. 

The selection is moved to the box on the right.  

 

The value you select also appears in the box at 

the bottom of the window.  

9. To select a month (the last month for which the 

report parameters apply): 

For many reports, you have the option to define 

a particular month of a year or enter L for the 

previous month.   
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In the example above, the Last Month value 

was already pre-filled with L. If you want to 

choose a different month, you can refresh the 

prompt choices. To see the most current values 

available for selection, click .  

The box on the left is filled with the choices 

available for selection. 

 
 

You can now select a month from the box on 

the left. Click the month, and then click the 

right arrow button  
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10. To select a SKU, you can type the SKU or 

select it from a list: 

 To type the SKU, enter the SKU in the field 

on the left. 

 

Click the right arrow button . 

The SKU is moved to the box on the right. 

 

 OR, 

To search for a SKU, click . 

A drop-down list appears.  
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From the drop-down list, select the range of 

SKUs in which your desired SKU falls. 

 

Individual SKUs from within the range are 

loaded to the SKU Number box. 

 

Select the SKU from the box and click the 

right arrow button . 

The SKU is moved to the box on the right. 
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11. To ignore a required parameter (if allowed): 

If a % appears as the value for a prompt, you do 

not have to specify a value for the prompt. 

However, if you want to include the parameter 

in your report, you can refresh the values and 

select a value for the report.  

12. Repeat these steps to make selections for the 

remaining prompts. When you are done 

selecting prompts, green check marks appear 

next to each prompt and the Apply button 

becomes active.  

 

13. Click Apply to save and apply the prompts. 

The Prompts window closes and the selected 

prompts appear on the page. 
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14. The next step is to select the output format and 

delivery methods. Click the Formats and 

Destinations option. 

 

 Output Format: Select either Web 

Intelligence (default), Microsoft Excel, 

Adobe Acrobat, or Comma Separated 

Values (CSV). 

 Destination: To select InfoView leave the 

checkboxes blank, or select the Email 

recipients checkbox to send via email.  

15. If you selected Email recipients in the previous 

step, you must specify additional information. 

Click Destination Options and Settings. 

 

 De-select the Use the Job Server’s default 

checkbox. 
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Fields become available to specify the email 

recipients.  

 

 Enter the desired email addresses. If you are 

sending the report to more than one email 

address, enter a comma between each 

address.  

 

 Enter a Subject for the email.  

 Click the Add Attachment checkbox. 

 Click the Specific name option button. To 

specify the report title, click the ellipsis 

button and select Title from the drop-

down list. 
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 Optionally, enter text into the Message box 

to specify body text for the email. 

The email information is now complete. 
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16. The final step is to specify the server group. 

Click the Scheduling Server Group option.  

17. Select the server group to run the reports. 

Please make sure you run the report with the 

servers in your region. 

 

18. Now that you are done specifying the report 

parameters, click Schedule at the bottom of the 

window.  

The report is scheduled to run and you are 

automatically redirected to the History page. 

19. Please proceed to the following section, 

Viewing Report Status/History, to learn how to 

check the status and view your report! 
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Viewing Report Status/History 

Use the History window to check the status of a report 

you scheduled. You can see information about the 

report, and if the report ran successfully you can view 

the report.  

After you schedule a report, you will be automatically 

redirected to the History window. Or, you can view 

report history at any time from the Document list. 

Right click the report and select History. 

 

The History window displays instances of the report. 

An instance is a version of the report containing the 

data available at the time it was run. 

 

Instances 
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The history list is arranged chronologically (with the 

most recent instance listed first) and contains the 

following information: 

 Instance Time (Completion Time) 

 Title (Instance Title you specified) 

 Run By 

 Parameters (Prompts you specified) 

 Format (Output Format you specified) 

 Status (Pending, Running, Recurring, Failed, 

and Success) 

If a report is pending or running, you can refresh the 

window to see the most current report status. Click 

Refresh.  

 

Viewing a Report 

Please note: The following chapters, Standard 

Reports and Top Common Queries, contain detailed 

descriptions of each report and query, respectively. 

Please see these chapters for more information.  

1. If a report has completed successfully, the 

Instance Time will become a blue hyperlink. 

Click the Instance Time to view the report 

with data. 
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2. If the report is in Excel or PDF format, a File 

Download dialog box displays. 

 

 Click Save to save the report to your local 

computer.  

 OR, 

Click Open to view the report. 

The report is displayed. 
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Other Report History Functions 

Viewing Instance Details 

You can see details for each report instance in the 

History window. This can be helpful to see when a 

pending report is scheduled to run.  

1. Click the blue Status link of the report 

instance. 

 

Alternatively, click the report instance to select 

it, and then click the Instance Details button. 

 

Details are displayed.  
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2. Click the Back button at the bottom of the 

window to return to the History window.  

Deleting a Report Instance 

You can delete report instances that you created.  

1. In the History window, click the report instance 

to select it. 

 

2. Click Organize  Delete. 

A confirmation window displays. 

 

3. Click OK. 

The report instance is deleted. 
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Standard Reports 

In this chapter, we will discuss the following reports. 

A description of each report is provided, along with 

report samples. 

 Brand Summary Report 

 Brand Summary Report (SKU Selection)  

 Brand Regional GM Level Report 

 Cross Brand GM Level Report 1 

 Cross Brand GM Level Report 2 

 Store Capture Rate Report 

 New-To-File Report 

 Category Penetration Report 

 Market Category Penetration Report 

 Category Crossover Report 

 Market Category Crossover Report 
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Brand Summary Report 

The Brand Summary Report provides a summary of 

key CRM metrics and value group purchases and 

behavior within a designated brand, in a store or store 

division.  

For Managers, it highlights the consumer activities 

across all affiliates within the past 12 months. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Are we maintaining the expected number of 

active consumers and new consumers?  

 Are the active consumers making more or less 

purchases?  

 How much more are the High Value consumers 

spending and buying compared to the Middle 

and Low Value consumers? 

 How many opt-in consumers are we getting, 

and what by what channels we can reach them?  

 What is the position of consumer retention?  

 What is the distribution of purchase frequency?  

 How does that compare to our sales metrics like 

revenue, IPT and AUS? 

Filter Criteria 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

 Affiliate 

 Brand Name 

 Store Name (optional) 
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 Store Division (optional) 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Choose RN for Re-Nutriv version (or %) 

Sorting 

 Frequency of purchases are sorted in ascending 

order.  

 Customer Value Groups are sorted from High 

to Low.  

 Customer Decile groups are sorted in ascending 

order. 
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CRM KPIs 

Opt in Channels 

Frequency 

1 

3 

2 
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New to File 

4 
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Behaviors (revenue, IPT, AUS) in different monetary value groups 

5 
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Definitions 

Please note: All Consumer Metrics to be calculated 

on de-duped consumers. 

Consumers in 

Database 

Consumers with ID number who may or may not have 

purchased within past 12 months. 

Opt In with 

Complete 

Consumers with mailable name and address, email, 

mobile, or all. 

Consumers with 

Purchases 

Consumers with ID number who have actually 

purchased, without any reference to the consumer’s 

active or void status. 

Retention Percent of buyers who purchased last year (13-24 

months ago) and also purchased this year (0-12 months 

ago). 

Capture Rate Purchases Complete with Name and (Address or Email 

or Mobile or Telephone) as percentage of Total 

Purchases in the past 12 months. Please note that there 

was a definition change for Capture Rate on 2011 Jun, 

please refer to variance report or contact Regional 

CRM Team for Details. 

Active Consumers Consumers who have made a purchases in the past 12 

months. 

New To File New consumer ID not having made any recorded prior 

purchases, or the date of first visit in the consumer 

database corresponds to the month or year noted; in 

retail new-to-file should have made a purchase. 

Value Groups Allocate consumers into 1 of 3 groups ranked by total 

revenue of approximately equal consumer counts, and 

examine sales components within each. (HV - 1-3, MV 

- 4-6, LV - 7-10 Deciles). 

Revenue % 

Change vs. Last 

Year 

Current 12 months average per consumer revenue over 

previous 12 months average consumer revenue. Will be 

'na' if too little data exists. 
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Decile Monetary 

Groups 

Allocate consumers into 1 of 10 groups ranked by 

revenue of approximately equal consumer counts, and 

examine sales components within each. 

Retention Rate * 

(by Value 

Group/Decile) 

Percentage of High/Middle/Low Value/Decile 

Consumer (as of P13-24 months) who also made 

purchase in P12M 
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Brand Summary Report (SKU Selection) 

The Brand Summary Report (SKU Selection) is 

similar to the Brand Summary Report, except it allows 

you to select the SKUs you wish to report on in order 

to identify different group of purchasers, e.g., Lab 

Series consumers. 

The SKUs you selected are shown on the second page 

of the report. 

Filter Criteria 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

 Affiliate 

 Brand Name 

 Store Name (optional) 

 Store Division (optional) 

 Nationality (optional) 

 SKU Number (optional, first 4 digits) 

 SKU Number (optional, first 6 digits) 

 SKU Number (optional, 10 digits) 

Sorting 

 Frequency of purchases are sorted in ascending 

order.  

 Customer Value Groups are sorted from High 

to Low.  

 Customer Decile groups are sorted in ascending 

order. 
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Definitions 

Please note: All Consumer Metrics to be calculated 

on de-duped consumers. 

Consumers in 

Database 

Consumers with ID number who have purchased the 

selected SKU 

Opt In with 

Complete 

Consumers with mailable name and address, email, 

mobile or all. 

Consumers with 

Transactions 

Consumers with ID number who have actually 

purchased without any reference to the consumer’s 

active or void status. 

Retention Percent of buyers who purchased last year (13-24 

months ago) and also purchased this year (0-12 

months ago). 

Second page of the 
report, showing the 

SKUs selected for the 
report. 
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Capture Rate Transactions Complete with Name and (Address or 

Email or Mobile or Telephone) as percentage of Total 

Transactions in the past 12 months. Please note that 

there is a definition change for Capture Rate on 2011 

Jun, please refer to variance report or contact Regional 

CRM Team for Details. 

Active Consumers Consumers who have made a purchase in the past 12 

months. 

New To File New consumer ID not having made any recorded prior 

purchases, or the date of first visit in the consumer 

database corresponds to the month or year noted; in 

retail new-to-file should have made a purchase. 

Consumer 3/3/4 

Decile Monetary 

Groups 

Allocates consumers into 1 of 3 groups ranked by total 

revenue of approx. equal consumer counts and 

examines sales components within each. (1-3, 4-6, 7-

10 Deciles). 

Revenue % 

Change vs. Last 

Year 

Current 12 months average per consumer revenue over 

previous 12 months average consumer revenue. Will 

be 'na' if too little data exists. 

Decile Monetary 

Groups 

Allocates consumers into 1 of 10 groups ranked by 

revenue of approx. equal consumer counts and 

examines sales components within each. 

Retention Rate * 

(by 3/3/4 Decile 

Monetary 

Groups/Decile 

Groups) 

Percentage of High/Medium/Low Value/Decile 

Consumer (as of P13-24 months) who also made 

purchase in P12M 
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Brand Regional GM Level Report 

The Brand Regional GM Level Report provides a 

high-level regional view on key CRM metrics within 

a designated brand.  

For the Regional GM, it highlights the consumer 

activities across all affiliates within the past 24 

months. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Are we getting more or less brand loyalties 

from consumers, and how often do they return 

to the same store?  

 How much are returning and new consumers 

spending?  

 Are we getting any major changes from the 

consumers’ activities with regard to other 

affiliates?  

 How does the performance in each affiliate 

compare to the other? 

Filter Criteria 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date 

Sorting 

 Frequency of purchases are sorted in ascending 

order.  

 Customer Value Groups are sorted from High 

to Low.  
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 Customer Decile groups are sorted in ascending 

order. 

 

 

 
 

 

  

By market view 

CRM KPIs 

Consumer 
Indicators 
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Definitions 

Total Consumers 

in Database 

Total number of records in the database, regardless of 

whether they are complete or inactive (this should 

ideally include both online and offline). Includes 

purchasers and non-purchasers. 

Total Complete 

Address/Email/ 

Mobile/Telephone 

Opt-in 

The number of consumers who have opted in for whom 

we have complete contact information, either full 

mailing address, or name and e-mail address, or name 

and mobile, or name and telephone. 

Total Active Past 

12 months 

Number of consumers who have made any transaction 

(either purchase or return) in the past 0-12 months. This 

excludes consumers who redeem for a sample without 

purchase, or advice or online registrants only. 

New to File with 

Purchases in Past 

12 months 

Equals the number of unique customers, offline and 

online, that we added to the database in the past 12 

months. This should include in-store as well as online 

registrations (if applicable). 

Store Capture 

Rate 

Percentage of store transactions that have complete 

consumer information (either name and full mailing 

address, or name and e-mail address, or name and phone 

number, or any combination). Means that the consumer 

is contactable by at least one means of communication. 

Please note that there is a definition change for Capture 

Rate on 2011 Jun, please refer to variance report or 

contact Regional CRM Team for Details. 

Retention Rate Number of last year's consumers who have also 

purchased in the most recent year. The number of 

consumers who purchased in past 0-12 months divided 

by number of consumers who also purchased 13-24 

months ago, converted to a percentage. 

One-Time-

Purchase Rate 

(%) 

Number of buyers who shop only once with the brand 

measured in a 12-month period. The 1X-buyer rate is 

calculated as the number of active consumers who 

purchased only one time in the past year divided by the 

total number of active consumers for that 12-month 

period. 
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Consumer Value - 

Annual Spend 

Average annual spend of all active consumers broken 

out by value group. ELC defines value groups by High 

Value (top 30%), Medium Value (mid 30%), and Low 

Value (bottom 40%). 

New Purchasers 

Average Spend 

Average spend of all consumers who made their first 

purchase from the brand over the past 12 months. 

Retained 

Consumers 

Average Spend 

Average spend of all retained consumers that purchased 

in past 12 months. 

Consumers 

Shopping More 

than one store 

The number of consumers who shopped multiple stores 

in the past 12 months. 
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Cross Brand GM Level Report 1 

The Cross-Brand GM Level Report 1 provides a high-

level view on key CRM metrics within a designated 

affiliate.  

For the Affiliate GM, it highlights the consumer 

activities across all brands within the past 24 months. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Are we getting more or less brand loyalties 

from consumers and how often do they return 

to the same store?  

 How much are returning and new consumers 

spending?  

 Are we getting any major changes from the 

consumer's activities with regard to other 

brands?  

 How does the performance in each brand 

compare to other brands? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 
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Definitions 

Total Consumers 

in Database 

Total number of records in the database, regardless of 

whether they are complete or inactive (this should 

ideally include both online and offline). Includes 

purchasers and non-purchasers. 

Total Complete 

Address/Email/ 

Mobile/Telephone 

Opt-in 

The number of consumers who have opted in for 

whom have completed contact information, either full 

mailing address, or name and e-mail address, or name 

and mobile, or name and telephone. 

Total Active Past 

12 months 

Number of consumers who have made any 

transaction (either purchase or return) in the past 0-12 

months. This excludes consumers who redeem for a 

sample without purchase, or advice or online 

registrants only. 

By brand 
view 

CRM KPIs 

Consumer 
Indicators 
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New to File with 

Purchases in Past 

12 months 

Equals the number of unique customers, offline and 

online, that we added to the database in the past 12 

months. This should include in-store as well as online 

registrations (if applicable). 

Store Capture 

Rate 

Percentage of store transactions that have complete 

consumer information (either name and full mailing 

address or name and e-mail address or name and 

phone number or any combination). Means that the 

consumer is contactable by at least one means of 

communication. Please note that there is a definition 

change for Capture Rate on 2011 Jun, please refer to 

variance report or contact Regional CRM Team for 

Details. 

Retention Rate Number of last year's consumers who have also 

purchased in the most recent year. The number of 

consumers who purchased in past 0-12 months 

divided by number of consumers who also purchased 

13-24 months ago, converted to a percentage. 

One-Time-

Purchase Rate 

(%): 

Number of buyers who shop only once with the brand 

measured in a 12-month period. The 1X-buyer rate is 

calculated as the number of active consumers who 

purchased only one time in the past year divided by 

the total number of active consumers for that 12-

month period. 

Consumer Value - 

Annual Spend 

Average annual spend of all active consumers broken 

out by value group. ELC defines value groups by 

High Value (top 30%), Medium Value (mid 30%), 

and Low Value (bottom 40%). 

New Purchasers 

Average Spend 

Average spend of all consumers who made their first 

purchase from the brand over the past 12 months. 

Retained 

Consumers 

Average Spend 

Average spend of all retained consumers that 

purchased in past 12 months. 

Consumers 

Shopping More 

than one store 

The number of consumers who shopped multiple 

stores in the past 12 months. 
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Cross Brand GM Level Report 2 

The Cross Brand GM Level Report 2 provides a view 

of the distribution of active consumers who purchase 

from multiple brands, within the designated affiliate 

and brand. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the customers’ cross-brand shopping 

behaviors? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Brand is sorted in ascending order. 
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EL Consumers who 
also bought CL CL Consumers 

who also 
bought EL 
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Store Capture Rate Report 

The Store Capture Rate Report provides a view of the 

store capture rate within the designated affiliate(s) and 

brand(s). 

Business Questions Supported 

 Is each store maintaining the expected capture 

rate of customers’ information? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Store is sorted in ascending order. 
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New-To-File Report 

The New-To-File Report provides a view of the new-

to-file consumers for each store within the designated 

affiliate(s) and brand(s). 

Business Questions Supported 

 Is each store maintaining the expected number 

of new-to-file consumers? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Store is sorted in ascending order. 
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Category Penetration Report 

The Category Penetration Report provides a view of 

the distribution of active consumers in each local 

category over the consumer base. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Is each category maintaining the expected 

number of consumers? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Category L1 and Category L2 are sorted in 

ascending order, respectively. 
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Penetration of the category 
in active base 
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Market Category Penetration Report 

The Market Category Penetration Report provides a 

view of the distribution of active consumers in each 

local category over the consumer base. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Is each category maintaining the expected 

number of consumers? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Category L1 and Category L2 are sorted in 

ascending order, respectively. 
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Category Crossover Report 

The Category Crossover Report provides a view of 

the distribution of active consumers who purchase on 

multiple categories in each level of category, within a 

designated affiliate and brand. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the customers’ cross category 

shopping behaviors? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Category is sorted in ascending order. 
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Market Category Crossover Report 

The Market Category Crossover Report provides a 

view of the distribution of active consumers who 

purchase on multiple categories in each level of 

market category, within a designated affiliate and 

brand. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the customers’ cross-category 

shopping behaviors? 

Filter Criteria 

 Affiliate Name 

 Brand Name 

 Report End Date (Last Month) 

Sorting 

 Category is sorted in ascending order. 
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Top Common Queries 

There are several queries that are commonly run. In 

this chapter, we will discuss and show examples of 

the following queries. 

 1x Customer Separated by New vs. Existing (by 

Store) 

 Category Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 

FY / CY 

 Consumer Base Overview (New vs. Existing)  

 CRM Performance by Door Analysis 

 Cross-Door Purchase 

 List Extraction and Result Tracking 

 New Purchaser Count Analysis 

 Product Bundling Analysis 

 Product Launch Tracking 

 Product Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 

FY / CY 

 Product Penetration Analysis 

 Recruitment Products Report 

 Recruitment Products Report (Next Purchase) 

 Value Group Migration Analysis Report 
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1x Customer Separated by New vs. Existing 
(by Store) 

The 1x Customer Separated by New vs. Existing (by 

Store) report reveals one-time purchase activities for 

each product by segment. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the products that one-time consumers 

purchased?  

 How can we can better link sales or cross sell 

when consumers purchase these products 

alone? 

 How can we better understand by-door 

performance in cross-selling? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Store Code 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Last Month 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 
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Definitions 

1-Time New Consumers who made their first registration in the 

past 12 months. 

1-Time Existing Consumers who are already in the consumer base. 

Total Consumers including 1-Time New and 1-Time 

Existing. 

No. of Consumers Number of consumers who purchased once in past 12 

months (new / existing). 

No. of Product 

Items 

Total quantity of SKU purchases by 1-time 

consumers. 

Total Revenue Net Revenue (in local currency) that 1-time consumer 

spent. 

High High Value - Top 30% Consumers (Decile: 1-3). 

Medium Medium Value - Top 40% - 60% Consumers (Decile: 

4-6). 

Low Low Value - Top 70%-100% Consumers (Decile: 7-

10). 

List of products purchased by 1x customers, further split up by new vs. existing  
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Category Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 
FY / CY 

The Category Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 

FY / CY report tracks movement in cross-category 

and single category. The first part of the report shows 

data at the Brand Level. That data is then broken out 

at the Store Level to help identify store-specific 

issues.  

Business Questions Supported 

 What is the business mix of a brand?  

 What is the business mix contribution by store 

level? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Category 1 

 Category 2 

 Category 3 

 Nationality (optional) 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 
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Definitions 

No. of Consumers Number of consumers who purchased SKU in each 

product category. 

% of Total 

Consumers 

Number of consumers over Total consumers among 

all combinations. 

Total Unit 

Purchased 

Total quantity of SKU purchased by the consumers in 

each product category combination. 

Total Revenue Net Revenue (in local currency) consumers spent in 

each product category combination. 

% of Revenue Net Revenue (in local currency) consumers spent in 

each product category combination over Total revenue 

(in local currency) among all combinations. 
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Consumer Base Overview (New vs. Existing) 

The Consumer Base Overview report provides a 

deeper dive into our High/Medium/Low value group 

behavior. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the characteristics of New vs. 

Existing?  

 What is YOY comparison?  

 What is the purchase behavior among different 

segments?  

 Who is the revenue contributor?  

 Who has room to improve? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Last Month 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Value Group: High > Medium > Low > Total 
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Definitions 

New New purchasers, who first purchased in past 12 

months. 

Existing Consumers with first purchase prior to the past 12 

months. 

Last Purchase Number of months since last purchase, i.e. Purchase 

Recency. 

Re-Activated Registered consumers who purchased prior to the past 

24 months and are active in past 12 months. 

Retained Registered consumers who consecutively purchased in 

the past 12 months and past 13 - 24 months. 

Annual Spending Net Revenue (in local currency) spent by consumers 

in past 12 months / past 13-24 months 

Average 

Frequency 

Average number of purchases per consumer. 

Average Tenure Average number of years since consumers registered 

(the period between registration date and as of month). 

AUS  Average Unit Sales, Average net revenue received for 

each transaction (excludes transactions with net 

revenue of invoice equal to 0). 

IPT  Item Per Transaction, Average number of products 

sold for each transaction. (exclude Transactions with 

invoice's net revenue equal to 0). 
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CRM Performance by Door Analysis 

The CRM Performance by Door Analysis report 

provides an understanding of retention rate by door.  

Business Questions Supported 

 How can we monitor and facilitate low 

performing stores in retention strategy? 

 How can we help diagnose retention concerns 

at store level?  

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Last Month 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Store Code is sorted in ascending order 
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Definitions 

Active 

Consumers (Past 

13-24 months) 

Registered consumers who have at least one purchase 

in the past 13 - 24 months, excluding consumers who 

are 'advise only',  get 'sample only with no purchase', 

or perform 'online registration with no purchase'. 

Retained 

Consumers by 

Same Door 

Registered consumers who consecutively purchased in 

the same door in the past 12 months and past 13 - 24 

months. 

Retained 

Consumers by 

Brand 

Registered consumers who consecutively purchased in 

the past 12 months and past 13 - 24 months in any 

doors. 

Active 

Consumers (Past 

12 months) 

Registered consumers who have at least one purchase 

in the past 12 (rolling) months, excluding consumers 

who are 'advise only',  get 'sample only with no 

purchase', or perform 'online registration with no 

purchase'. 

New-to-File 

Consumers 

New registered consumers, never before in database, 

who are registered (buyers or non-buyers) in the past 

12 (rolling) months. 

1-Time 

Consumers 

Registered consumers who purchased once in past 12 

months. 

Capture Rate The number of purchases that can be associated with a 

'contactable' registered consumer divided by the total 

number of purchases (Local and Tourists) within the 

past 12 months (or other specified period). 

Retention Rate Percentage of consumers who purchased last year (13-

24 months) against the active consumers who also 

purchased in the past 12 months. 

1-Time Rate Percentage of consumers who purchased  once in the 

past 12 months against total active consumers. 

AUS Average 

Unit Sales 

Average net revenue received for each transaction 

(exclude transactions with net revenue of invoice 

equal to 0). 
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IPT Item Per 

Transaction 

Average number of products sold for each transaction 

(exclude transactions with invoice's net revenue equal 

to 0). 

Total Sales The total amount of net revenue. 

Avg. Revenue Average net revenue over number of consumers who 

purchased in past 12 months. 
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Cross-Door Purchase 

The Cross-Door Purchase report provides a means to 

understand consumer duplication across stores. It 

allows for a study of the impact of door opening and 

door closing (i.e., to study whether consumers will 

move to certain door if a door has been closed). 

This query allows users to define two time periods: 

 Transaction period to define the target 

consumers to be studied 

 Cross door period to define the tracking 

window to monitor the cross-purchase 

transactions of the target consumers 

Business Questions Supported 

 What is impact to business due to a new store 

opening or closing? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand (optional) 

 Store Code 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Store Transaction Start Period 

 Store Transaction End Period 

 Cross-Door Transaction Start Period 

 Cross-Door Transaction End Period 
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Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Ranking of number of consumers who 

purchased in other store 
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Definition 

No. of Regular 

Consumers 

Number of consumers who purchased in the selected 

store in selected period. 

No. of Regular 

Consumers with 

Cross-Door 

Purchase 

Number of consumers who purchased in the selected 

store who also purchased in other stores in selected 

period. 

% of No. of 

Regular 

Consumers with 

Cross-Door 

Purchase 

Percentage of consumers who purchased in the other 

stores in selected period over total number of 

consumers registered in the selected store in selected 

period. 

Registered with 

Purchase 

Including only consumers who have registered in the 

selected period. 

Registered 

without Purchase 

Including only consumers who have registered in the 

selected period and have not purchased in the 

selected store. 

With Purchase Including consumers who may or may not have 

registered in the selected period. 
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List Extraction and Result Tracking 

The List Extraction and Result Tracking report fulfills 

ad-hoc list extraction requirements. It provides an 

easier query filter so that users can perform simple list 

extraction. In addition, it provides a way to fulfill 

campaign result tracking and an accurate way to 

measure ROI. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What is the size of my target audience?  

 How did my campaign do?  

 What is the impact of a 

communication/purchase offer?  

 What is the incremental revenue on the 

communication?  

 What is the ROI? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

Optional Filters: 

 Value Group 

 Purchase Frequency 

 Purchase Recency 

 Consumer Status 

 Birth Month 

 Nationality 
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 Address Exist Indicator 

 Email Address Exist Indicator 

 Mobile Number Exist Indicator 

 Opt-in Indicator 

 Direct Mail Opt-in Indicator 

 Email Opt-in Indicator 

 SMS Opt-in Indicator 

 Mobile Email Opt-in Indicator 

 Store Code 

 Start Date 

 End Date 

 Start Net Revenue 

 End Net Revenue 

 As of Month 

Note: 

 Includes regular consumers only 
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Definition 

Consumer ID The Consumer ID saved in CMS. 
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New Purchaser Count Analysis 

The New Purchaser Count Analysis report provides a 

way to understand the effectiveness of consumer 

recruitment in each store. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Which store has the strongest /weakest 

recruitment power?  

 Which store(s) has improved / declined over the 

past year? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Last Period Start 

 Last Period End 

 This Period Start 

 This Period End 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Include regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Store Code is sorted in ascending order 
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Definitions 

No. of New 

Consumers 

Number of consumers who registered in any store 

and purchased within the period. 

% of New 

Consumers 

Percentage of the number of new consumers among 

the stores within the period. 

% of Total New 

Consumers 

Percentage of the number of new consumers over 

total new consumers. 

% of Total 

Consumers 

Percentage of the number of new consumers over 

total consumers (new consumers + existing 

consumers). 

% of Total 

Revenue 

Percentage of revenue from new consumers over total 

revenue (new consumers + existing consumers). 

Variance (Change 

in %) 

% of value in this period - % of value in last period. 

Variance (% 

Change This 

Period vs Last 

Period) 

(No. of Value (This Period) - No. of Value (Last 

Period)) / No. of Value (Last Period). 
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Product Bundling Analysis 

The Product Bundling Analysis report provides 

knowledge on bundling products that go well with 

certain product(s) of interest. It shows what products 

are usually purchased together in the same transaction 

and by the same consumer. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What products should be recommended 

together at the point of sale?  

 What products can be followed up with a 

consumer by understanding what product 

he/she has bought? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Start Date 

 End Date 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Product for Bundling Analysis (4-digit) 

Sorting 

 Frequency of purchase is sorted in descending 

order.   

 Frequency of consumer is sorted in descending 

order. 
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Definitions 

Number of 

Transactions 

Number of transactions that contains the product 

combination in the period. 

Transaction 

Cross-sell Ratio 

Transactions that contains both products / total 

number of transaction with the product(s) to be 

studied. 

Number of 

Consumers 

Number of unique consumers that has purchased the 

product combination in the period. 

Consumer Cross-

sell Ratio 

Number of consumers who has purchased both 

products / total number of consumers purchased the 

product(s) to be studied. 
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Product Launch Tracking 

The Product Launch Tracking report allows for an 

understanding of who purchases a new product, 

including consumer status, age-group distribution, and 

if a repeat purchase was made. 

The query shows the breakdown of new customers 

into first purchase and others. It also shows the 

breakdown of reactivation customer into first 

purchase of reactivation period and others. 

It reports on what is commonly bought together with 

the product, and allows for the definition of separate 

Product Launch Period End Date and Tracking Period 

End Date. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Did the new product acquire consumers of the 

respective status as initially projected? 

 What was the recruitment / reactivation 

effectiveness? 

 What products were cross sold? 

 Did the launched product cannibalize existing 

categories? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Product Launch Period Start Date 
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 Product Launch Period End Date 

 Tracking Period End Date (Start Date is Launch 

Period Start Date) 

 Product Launch SKU Number (First 4-Digit) 

 Same Product Line SKU Number (First 4-

Digit) 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 
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Definitions 

# of Consumers The number of consumers who purchased Product 

Launch SKU(s) during Product Launch Period or 

Tracking Period. 

% of Consumers The number of consumers over the total consumers. 

Net Revenue - 

Consumer 

(Local) 

Net revenue (in local currency) consumers spent in the 

period. 

Avg. Purchase The number of purchases over the number of 

consumers in the period. 

Number of 

Product Items 

Quantity consumers purchased in the period. 

Number of 

Purchases 

Number of transactions with the sales type of Sales, 

Exchange, and Return (each calendar date is counted as 

one purchase). 

Age group analysis 
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AUS*  Average Unit Sales sum of all invoice amounts over 

total number of purchases. Zero amount invoices are 

excluded. 

IPT* Item Per Transaction sum of all item quantities over 

total number of purchases. Zero amount invoices are 

excluded and zero amount line transactions are also 

excluded. 

Non Brand-

Repeat 

Consumers 

Number of Brand-Repeat purchases made during the 

Tracking Period following purchase of Product Launch 

SKU(s) during Product Launch Period. 

Brand-Repeat 

Consumer 

Number of Brand-Repeat purchases made during the 

Tracking Period following purchase of Product Launch 

SKU(s) in Product Launch Period. 

Product-Repeat 

Consumers 

Number of Product-Repeat purchases made on Product 

Launch SKU(s) during the Tracking Period following 

purchase of Product Launch SKU(s) in Product Launch 

Period. 

Avg # of Days 

btwn 1st and 2nd 

purchase 

The average number of days between first and second 

purchase of the Brand-Repeat or Product-Repeat 

buyers. 

SKU Number (4-

digit) 

The product listing of Initial Purchase or 2nd Purchase 

in SKU format. 

Product Name The product listing of Initial Purchase or 2nd Purchase 

in Product Name format. 

Age Groups (19 

and under, 20-29, 

30-39, 40-49, 50-

59, 60-69, 70 and 

over) 

Age Groups are categorized by decade and defined by 

date-of-birth. 

*Due to technical constraints and usage of custom-defined "Transaction" 

measure, AUS and IPT are calculated as follows: For each customer, all 

transactions within a calendar date are counted as one transaction. 

"Transaction" measure is used instead for this template. For each consumer, 

all transactions within a calendar date are counted as one transaction. 
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Product Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 
FY / CY 

The Product Mix Overview by Brand by Store by 

FY/CY report tracks movement in cross-product lists 

and single-product lists. It adds the flexibility to 

customize product mixing by defining list of products 

(instead of product category only). 

Business Questions Supported 

 What is the business mix of a brand?  

 What is the business mix contribution by store 

level? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Product List SKU Number (First 4-Digit) 1 

 Product List SKU Number (First 4-Digit) 2 

 Product List SKU Number (First 4-Digit) 3 (if 

not needed, enter ‘%’) 

 Last Month 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 
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Definitions 

No. of Consumers Number of consumers who purchased SKU in each 

product list. 

% of Total 

Consumers 

Number of consumers over total consumers among 

all combinations. 

Total Unit 

Purchased 

Total quantity of SKU purchased by consumers in 

each product list combination. 

Total Revenue Net revenue (in local currency) consumers spent in 

each product list combination. 

% of Revenue Net revenue (in local currency) consumers spent in 

each product list combination over total revenue (in 

local currency) among all combinations. 

  

Consumers who 
purchased any 

products in the list 
of SKU 1 only but 

without any of 
those in SKU 2 

Consumers who 
purchased any 

products in the list of 
SKU 2 only but 

without any of those 
in SKU 1 

Consumers who 
purchased products 

from both list of 
SKU 1 and list of 

SKU 2 
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Product Penetration Analysis 

The Product Penetration Analysis report provides a 

quick holistic view on product penetration among the 

full active consumer base.  

Business Questions Supported 

 What is the current penetration of products in 

the portfolio?  

 What is the best product to drive brand repeat?  

 What is the average purchase interval of 

products? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Start Date 

 End Date 

 Nationality (optional) 

Sorting 

 Product is sorted by penetration in descending 

order 
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All Purchases 

Penetration in Active 
Base 
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Product Repeat Rate of 
the Product 

Brand Repeat Rate of the 
Product 
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Definitions 

No. of consumers Number of consumers with first purchase in the 

period. 

% of Consumers Number of consumers for each first purchased 

product over the total number of new purchasers in 

the period. 

First Purchase The first purchase in the period of new purchasers. 

First Purchase 

Product 

The product(s) purchased in first purchase. 

Average 

Purchase Interval 

(Brand) 

Average number of days for consumers to repeat 

their purchase with the brand (between first purchase 

and 10th purchase). 

Repeat Rate 

(Brand) 

Number of consumers who purchased any products 

of the same brand in the period after first purchase 

over the number of first-purchase consumers for each 

first-purchase product. 

Same Product 

Repeat 

Consumers who purchased the same product in the 

period after the first purchase. 

Average 

Purchase Interval 

(Product) 

Average number of days for consumers to repeat 

their purchase on the same product (between first 

purchase and 10
th

 purchase). 

Repeat Rate 

(Product) 

Number of repeat-purchase consumers over number 

of first-purchase consumers for each first-purchase 

product. 
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Recruitment Products Report 

The Recruitment Products Report identifies 

recruitment and retention products for campaign 

planning. It includes the first purchase only of new-to-

file consumers. 

Business Questions Supported 

 What are the key recruitment products?  

 What is the repeat rate for the key recruitment 

products?  

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Start Date 

 End Date 

 Nationality (optional) 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Number of first-purchase consumers 
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Recruitment Rate 

Repurchase % and 
Interval 
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Definitions 

No. of consumers Number of consumers with first purchase in the 

period. 

% of Consumers Number of consumers for each first-purchased 

products over total number of new purchasers in the 

period. 

First Purchase The first purchase in the period of new purchasers. 

First Purchase 

Product 

The product(s) purchased in first purchase. 

Average 

Purchase Interval 

(Brand) 

Average number of days for consumers to repeat their 

purchase with the brand. 

Repeat Rate 

(Brand) 

Number of consumers who purchased any products of 

the same brand in the period after first purchase over 

the number of first-purchase consumers for each first-

purchase product. 

Same Product 

Repeat 

Consumers who purchased the same product in the 

period after first purchase 

Average 

Purchase Interval 

(Product) 

Average number of days for consumers to repeat their 

purchase on the same product. 

Repeat Rate 

(Product) 

Number of repeat-purchase consumers over the 

number of first-purchase consumers for each first 

purchase product. 
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Recruitment Products Report (Next Purchase) 

The Recruitment Products Report (Next Purchase) 

identifies the next product purchased. 

Business Questions Supported 

 If customers come back to purchase different 

products, what are the next products that they 

purchase? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Start Date 

 End Date 

 Nationality (optional) 

 First Purchase SKU (first 4-digits) 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Includes regular consumers only 

Sorting 

 Number of consumers 
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Definitions 

Next Purchase 

SKU Number 

SKU# of the product bought by the new consumers in 

their second (next) purchase. 

Next Purchase 

Product Name 

Name of the product bought by the new consumers in 

their second (next) purchase. 

No. of consumers Number of consumers with first and second (next) 

purchase in the period. 

% of Consumers Number of consumers for each second (next) 

purchased products over total number of new 

purchasers of the specific (first purchased) products in 

the period. 

  

List of products that 
were purchased next 
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Value Group Migration Analysis 

The Value Group Migration Analysis report provides 

a means to understand the dynamics of consumer 

portfolio value segment movement. In particular, it 

quantifies the risk of high-value consumers who 

recently migrated downward to mid/low-value, 

serving as a warning sign of attrition. 

Business Questions Supported 

 Where in the portfolio are we gaining / losing 

revenue? 

 What is the size of consumers who are at risk of 

attrition? 

Filter Criteria 

 Consumer Affiliate 

 Consumer Brand 

 Nationality (optional) 

 Period 2 As of Month 

 Period 1 As of Month 

Note: 

 Transaction lines with Transaction Type 

Redeem or Advise Only are excluded  

 Include regular consumers only 
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You can define any 
two periods for 

comparison 

Lapsed / Retained 
consumer 
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New purchasers 

Reactivated 
consumers 
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Definitions 

# of Consumers Number of de-duplicated purchasers in different 

value groups in period 1 or period 2. 

% of Period Percentage of the number of purchasers in different 

value groups over total number of purchasers. 

Net Revenue 

(Local) 

Total net revenue (in local currency) of the 

consumers in period 1 or period 2. 

Net Revenue 

(USD) 

Total net revenue (in USD currency) of the 

consumers in period 1 or period 2. 

# of Transactions Total number of transactions in period 1 or period 2. 

# of Items Sold Total number of items sold in period 1 or period 2. 

Avg Net Revenue 

Per Consumers 

(Local) 

Net Revenue / # of Consumers (in local currency) . 

Moved Up Total value migrated from lower value group in 

period 2. 

Same Total value remained in same value group in period 2. 

Moved Down Total value migrated from higher value group in 

period 2. 

Value Group High Value - Top 30% Consumers (Decile: 1-3); 

Medium Value - Top 40% - 60% Consumers (Decile: 

4-6); Low Value - Top 70%-100% Consumers 

(Decile: 7-10); No Segment - Consumers did not 

spend in past 12 months. 
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